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If Jesus wore a turban today, He would be both Guru Nanak and Gobind in
tan, man, and dhan. “He had described that the whole creation was done by
THE MOTHER and not by the Father. It is true also about Christianity, also about
Islam, also about the Jews.” May 11, 2021
May 11, 2021
My dear sister-in-law Jeetah,
Sunshine and I watched this video and are proud that Sikhs have again risen to serve Bharat Maa
from the devastation of the coronavirus. We have daily watched videos of Sikh volunteers setting
up hospital beds in their temples, supplying free oxygen to the gasping, food to the hungry,
collecting dead bodies of Hindus for cremation that their own feared to touch, and other selfless
services to all ….. be they Hindus, Muslims, Christians, untouchables, poor, abandoned, hungry.
As a martial race, Sikhs have sacrificed tan, man and dhan way over and above their tiny 1.72%
population. It is their fullest commitment, the total sacrifice of body (tan), mind (man) and wealth
(dhan), all of one's resources for a cause in the name of God.
When it came to sacrificing life to defend Dharma, Sikhs have been the spearhead of the Devi
(Aykaa Mayee), relied upon to defend and deliver the supreme sacrifices required in all wars
…….. sacrifices that films like Keshari remind the living today of the forgotten past.
(Our fathers were recruited by the British to serve as policemen in Malaya after WWII, and mine
fought the communists in the jungles too.)
The Paraclete Shri Mataji has declared that Guru Nanak is second only to Jesus, an exemplary
guide bringing the best of the human spirit. She has also made clear that Guru Nanak came to
awaken Hindus and Muslims to THE MOTHER (Aykaa Mayee).
Today, the rise of the Sikhs to serve the sick in this coronavirus calamity has made me extremely
proud to be a Sikh. Being a disciple of Guru Nanak, Jesus, and the Paraclete-AYKAA MAYEE has
only made it an experience few can understand.
Guru Nanak came to serve humanity and bring Hindus and Muslims together and worship THE
MOTHER. Jesus also came to serve humanity and bring Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Muslims, and others
together and worship THE MOTHER too.
If Jesus wore a turban today, He would be both Guru Nanak and Gobind in man, than, and dhan.
Those who want to walk in their footsteps will have to commit to the total sacrifice of one’s body
(tan), mind (man), and wealth (dhan).
And the Paraclete Shri Mataji did not hold Her tongue when it came to calling a spade a spade,
whether they were Sikhs or Christians. Over the course of four decades, hundreds of thousands of
ears (of Christians, Sikhs, Muslims, Hindus, Jains, Buddhists) became hard of hearing, and then
stopped altogether. (Mine, on the contrary, began hearing even better!)
jagbir
“And then somebody gave me a passage where he (Guru Nanak) had described the innocence,
the Deity of Shri Ganesha also. He had described that the whole creation was done by The Mother
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and not by the Father. It's very surprising because [-] is for people who don't believe in the forms of
God, always talk of Father, not of The Mother. It is true also about Christianity, also about Islam,
also about the Jews.”
THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
Ganesha Puja, September 10, 1995, Cabella Italy
“Then a great personality like Guru Nanaka came on this Earth and He said that, that all these
nonsensical things are not what Kundalini is. The Kundalini is your Mother and She rises without any
trouble through different Chakras. And the one who supported Him and explained Sahaja Yoga in
a very good way was the great personality of Kabira. And Kabira had described everything about
Kundalini but in poetry.”
THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
“Guru Nanak Dev has made lot of references to Kundalini awakening in the sacred book, Sri Guru
Granth Sahib. Kundalini has been referred to as Surati and Dsam Duar means Brahmarandhara or
"opening of anterior fontanel area on Kundalini awakening.”
THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
“We have also Sikh community. They came to Sahaja, but they said, “We cannot worship
Goddess.” I said “Why?” Surprised at it, because Shri Guru Nanak has talked about the Goddess,
the Devi. The first sentence of His book is Adya. Adya is the Adi Shakti. And for this, if the Sikhs
stupidly say (“We cannot worship Goddess”), then why do they have a ‘Chandi’-‘garh’. That’s so
stupid also, nothing to really compare.”
THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
“Before we start the celebrations of the birth of Christ, we have to have a little bit of a review, of
what we have done after His Birth, so we can understand where we stand in relation to Him. For He
was the Son of a Virgin, so that not even the slightest blot on His name should be created because
He was to do the greatest job of creating the Agnya awareness for us, which would help us to
suck in all our sins, all our conditionings, and all our egos. And this great personality was created for
such a great work within ourselves.
But unfortunately, we have spoilt both these institutions within us to such an extent that it is the
most difficult task to give realisation to Christians. On the one side we have too much conditioning,
as you know, through Catholicism and other ideas about Christianity which created a horrible
conditioning in our super ego, which is just like a solid rock, I think, sometimes. And those who have
been in catholic churches still get stuck up with it...
All kinds of nonsensical 'donkey people' were created, absolutely! They have nothing to do with
the Christ, they have nothing to do with God, they have no idea of Divine Life! And to them,
prohibiting people from doing something was fully religion! And this has taken the West into such
darkness that Sahaja Yoga has to be worked out at a very great speed and in a very expansive
way, otherwise you cannot get over these horrible ideas of Archbishops, and the Bishops and the
Popes... I find that all Sahaja Yogis who are from the West are still attached to Christianity and not
to Christ. There is a lingering Christianity still within you, and the Christianity has to drop out...
But in the West, we still are very much attached to that nonsense of Christianity. It has nothing to
do with Christ, believe me, and this fanaticism which is lingering still in your mind must be given up,
otherwise you do not do any justice to Christ. That by no chance means that you take to another
religion like Hinduism or any nonsensical Jainism, or any thing. The essence, the Tattwa of
Christianity is Christ. And it is so thickly clouded by all these nonsensical things that you really have
to drop out this word 'Christianity' from your vocabulary completely, and from your mind.
Otherwise, you can never go to the essence. It is a fact, take it from me.”
THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi
Christmas Eve Puja Talk, Pune, India, 24 December 1982
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